You’ve found the perfect match to every kind of fun. But remember
that Jazz fits so much more than just belongings. It carries those
invisible-but-important big things in life. So come and load this space
with laughter, adventure and stories you’ll tell for a lifetime.
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Actual model may vary in detail from image shown.
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Happiness is having a Jazz by your side.
With style and a sparkling personality
to match, Jazz attracts the young and
youthful-at-heart to live life to the fullest.

Multi-Angle Reverse Camera**
Ease into parking spaces confidently, with a choice
of three angles from the reverse camera.

15-inch Alloy Wheels S, E & Hybrid variants
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Front Bumper

LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL)**

Alloy Wheels

Redesigned to give a streamlined new look,
the bumper is breathtaking to behold.

Energy-efficient LED DRL are illuminated in the daytime
to enhance your car’s visibility to other drivers.

Two stellar wheel designs for the Jazz
will set your heart spinning with delight.

Smart Entry

Tailgate Spoiler

Rear Combi Lights

Enter the car effortlessly without having your key in hand.

Make a style statement with a sleek Tailgate Spoiler
and integrated third brake light.

Striking and sporty, the rear lights are
made with long-lasting LED lights.

16-inch Dual Tone Wheels V variant

** E, V & Hybrid variants only. Actual model may vary in detail from image shown.
Specifications may vary in detail from images shown and are subject to change without prior notice. Features also vary according to the different variants available.

Continuous Variable Transmission
(CVT)
Our commitment to the environment led us to build
an efficient Earth Dreams TechnologyTM CVT which
shifts effortlessly between gears for smooth and
responsive driving.

1.5L i-VTEC Engine

Inject fun into every drive so you can
travel more miles with a smile.
Maximum power:
120PS [88kW] / 6,600rpm
Maximum torque:
145Nm [14.8kg-m] / 4,600rpm

You don’t have to choose between an exhilarating drive and fuel
economy. The best of both worlds is found in the EEV certified Jazz.
With Honda’s Earth Dreams Technology™, fuel economy scores
an amazing 5.8L/100KM#.

Paddle Shift*

Cruise Control*****

ECON Mode

For a more engaging driver experience,
reach for the Paddle Shift to swiftly kick
the gear up or down a level.

Set your car to auto pilot by selecting a cruise speed
and letting your Jazz do the rest.

Conserve fuel by activating ECON Mode
as you drive.

* V variant only. ***** V & Hybrid variants only. # Based on UN R101 Test Result for Jazz Petrol. Actual model may vary in detail from image shown.
Specifications may vary in detail from images shown and are subject to change without prior notice. Features also vary according to the different variants available.
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Refresh Mode

Long Mode

Tall Mode

Utility Mode

Recharge yourself by reclining the front
seats to create a lounge-like setting in
which you can stretch your legs.

Long objects are no longer a problem.
Simply recline the front passenger seat
and lower the rear seat to make room.

Flip the rear seats up to create more floor
to ceiling space to fit tall items such as
plants and furniture.

Expand your boot to accommodate a
bicycle or other bulky items by flattening
both rear seats.

P

Jazz is the only hatchback that makes
creative use of space with ULTRA Seats.
Flip them into various modes to fill Jazz
with your dreams, whatever they may be.
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Unique Centre Tank Layout

One Action

Unlike other cars, Jazz has a fuel tank in the centre of the car, which allows for
versatile loading space from different angles. Now that’s clever design at work!

An effortless touch folds and reclines the front and rear seats for more space.

Actual model may vary in detail from image shown.
Specifications may vary in detail from images shown and are subject to change without prior notice. Features also vary according to the different variants available.
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Half Leather Seats*

Fabric Seats***

Glove Box

9 Cup Holders****

A combination of smooth leather and smart-looking pinstripe fabric.

An elegant geometric pattern marks a new design for the fabric seats.

Keep your essentials within
handy reach with this large
storage compartment.

There’s room for everyone’s
favourite beverages with
the Jazz’s generous amount
of cup holders.

* V variant only. *** S, E & Hybrid variants only. **** S variant only. Actual model may vary in detail from image shown.
Specifications may vary in detail from images shown and are subject to change without prior notice. Features also vary according to the different variants available.
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LCD Meter Cluster

Touch Panel Auto Air Conditioning**

Push Start Button

Hands-Free Telephone Steering Switch**

Bright and bold, an eye-catching Meter Cluster
displays essential information at a glance.

A slick and chic touch panel puts comfort at your
fingertips by allowing you to smoothly adjust
temperature settings.

Power up your engine with a touch of the Push Start
Button, which sports a new, ultramodern design.

Easily accessible buttons allow you to safely stay in
touch by accepting or rejecting calls while your hands
remain on the wheel.

Welcome to the driving seat of fun. Jazz is filled with tech
innovations you’ll never get tired of playing with.
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Touchscreen
Display Audio**

Call
Function**

Audio
Display**

HDMI
Connectivity**

Innovation takes
centre stage with
a mesmerizing
touchscreen that invites
you to explore.

Sync your phone via
Bluetooth so that
contacts are a quick
call away.

Set the mood for your
drive by spinning tunes
through an intuitive
audio system interface.

Enjoy the familiarity of
having your smartphone
apps on the touchscreen
via an HDMI port.

** E, V & Hybrid variants only. Actual model may vary in detail from image shown.
Specifications may vary in detail from images shown and are subject to change without prior notice. Features also vary according to the different variants available.

Without VSA
With VSA

Hazard lights flash
during emergency braking

Without VSA

6 Airbags*

Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA)**

Emergency Stop Signal (ESS)**

Hill Start Assist (HSA)**

Protection for the people you love
comes from Dual Front SRS Airbags,
Side Airbags and Side Curtain Airbags.

Stay on track with the help of VSA, an advanced
safety technology which reduces understeer or
oversteer around tight corners.

To alert other drivers to stay clear, hazard lights
flash automatically on sudden braking.

Helps to prevent the car from rolling backwards
when the brakes are released on an incline.

Jazz carries all that is precious to you. That’s why safety is our biggest
commitment, with every car equipped with the most advanced safety features.

Without ABS

5.4m
With ABS

Braking begins

Pretensioner
tightens

Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS)

Minimum Turning Radius

To help you stay in control during emergency braking
situations, ABS prevents the wheels from locking so
you can steer to safety.

If you find yourself in a tight corner, a small turning
radius of 5.4m lets you maneuver with ease.

Load limiter
relieves pressure

3-Point ELR Seat Belts with
Pretensioners and Load Limiters
Pretensioners tighten to prevent the body from
moving forward and load limiters reduce pressure
on the chest.

ISO Fix
Safely install and secure child car seats with ISO Fix,
the global standard for child car seat safety.

* V variant only. ** E, V & Hybrid variants only. Actual model may vary in detail from image shown.
Specifications may vary in detail from images shown and are subject to change without prior notice. Features also vary according to the different variants available.
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Shift By Wire
Change gears seamlessly
with a fully electronic
gear shifter that’s sleek
and futuristic.

Sport Mode

3D Illuminated
Meter Cluster

Experience
exhilaration with
Sport Mode.

The stylish and advanced Multi
Information Display shows useful
information such as energy flow,
efficiency and more.

The i-DCD system switches seamlessly between electric mode and
thrilling sport mode with a combination of electric motor and engine power.
It delivers performance equal to a 1.8L engine yet remains fuel efficient #.

New 1.5L DOHC i-VTEC
Engine with Idle Stop

Sporty Handling
Enhancements to suspension
and connecting rods give the
Sport Hybrid its distinctive
agile handling.

Designed with performance and
efficiency in mind. It switches off
when idling to minimise fuel
consumption.

7-Speed DCT
with High Power
Electric Motor
Dual clutches allow for quick
gear shifting to enhance the
thrill brought by the high
power electric motor.

High-Power
Lithium-Ion Battery
Powerful yet durable, the
Lithium-Ion Battery has high
capacity in a compact package.
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UN R101 Test Result for Jazz Hybrid: 4.0L/100km.
Actual model, features and specifications may vary in detail from images shown. Subject to change without prior notice.

#

Fully Electric
Driven Compressor
A fully electric compressor reduces
the load on the engine, allowing
the air conditioner to cool when
idle stop is activated.

Improved Noise,
Vibrations and Harshness
(NVH) Reduction
New insulators absorb outside
noise and vibrations for
a quieter and more
comfortable drive.

Electric Servo Brake System
An integrated electronic control unit allows
a greater battery recharge rate when
braking. This enhances braking comfort
and gives a longer drive in EV mode.

Engine
+ Motor

Start

Engine
+ Motor

Cruise
(at low speed)

Engine

Charge
Fuel Cut

Regenerative
Brake

R
N
L

Engine Clutch

DCT

D

Less than 2km/h
&
Driver door open and seat belt unfastened

Shift position in [R] or [D]

Motor

Engine and Motor
can be separated

Automatic Parking
Gear Selection
The car automatically shifts
to its parking gear when the
above conditions are met.

Clutch Start
Without VSA

BENEFITS:
With VSA

1. EV Mode when
vehicle starts

2. EV Mode
while cruising

Stop

Hazard lights flash
during emergency braking

3. When braking, motor disconnects with
engine for better energy regeneration

Stop

Start, cruise & regenerative braking leads to better fuel efficiency

Without VSA

Find out more about hybrid technology at honda.com.my
Vehicle Stability
Assist (VSA)
Steer through corners with
confidence as VSA reduces
understeer and oversteer to
keep the car stable.

Emergency Stop
Signal (ESS)
During emergency braking,
the taillights and hazard lights
flash to alert other drivers.

Sound will start when
speed is between 0.5km/h
and 25km/h in EV mode

Reverse speed
limited to 20km/h

Speed goes more than
25km/h or engine is
started or idling

Energy Flow

Fuel Economy

Drive Info
ECON Mode

km/l
0

15

30

45

1
2
3

EV
Drive mode

7
6
5
4

Hybrid
Engine
Drive mode Drive mode

0

AVG

A

30

AVG

300 km
30.0km/l

60

A

Average fuel consumption
& driving distance balance

88/88

Keyless Access
Beep Volume

x 1000 r/min

Displays when driving
in Sport Mode

Sport Meter

Setup

88/88

Good
Acceleration
acceleration is too rapid
and braking

ECO Display

High
:

SEL:

:

Adjust settings such as
volume of keyless entry beep or
duration of interior dimmer

Customise

Actual model, features and specifications may vary in detail from images shown. Subject to change without prior notice.

Reversing Sound Alert
Plays a constant chime
to alert pedestrians
while reversing.

4 Airbags
Dual front and side airbags
keep the cabin protected.

Hill Start Assist (HSA)
Holds the car on slopes
when the brakes are released
to prevent the car from
rolling backwards.

Driving Efficiency
Indicator

Interior Light
Dimmer Duration

High
SEL:

Braking is
too hard

Improves fuel economy by
optimising several of the car’s
components to reduce
consumption.

60 km/h
01h 30m

Average speed
Average journey time

Setup

3
2

A

Low Speed Sound Alert
Alerts pedestrians as the
car moves in EV mode.

Encourages efficient driving
by providing visual cues
around the speedometer.
Green illumination indicates
economical driving.

Efficiency Progress
Indicator
Provides an indication of fuel
economy, statistics and goals.
Your progress is represented by
the number of leaves displayed.
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Tailor your Jazz to your style with Mugen accessories
that will make everyone sit up and take notice.
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Mugen Door Visor, Door Mirror Cover and Alloy Wheels are not available in Malaysia. Actual model may vary in detail from image shown.
Specifications may vary in detail from images shown and are subject to change without prior notice. Features also vary according to the different variants available.

Mugen
Package
Energetic exterior
styling takes your Jazz
to another level.
(with Mugen emblem)
Front Under Spoiler

Side Under Spoiler

Rear Under Spoiler

Tailgate Spoiler

Door Visor

Illuminated Side Step

Foot Light

Sports Pedal

Door Protector Film

Trunk Tray

Trunk Organiser

Sun Shade

Urban
Package
Bring out the
sophisticated side of
your Jazz.

Utility
Package
Enjoy practicality and
convenience without
compromising on style.

Other
Items

Honda Authorised Window Tint Film

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Tint Film Package
TSER*
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Horizon Safety
50%
Ray Barrier 4
52%
Ray Barrier 6
52%
Ray Barrier Premier 6
58%
Horizon Safety +
58%
Ray Barrier 4 +
60%
Horizon Security Premium + 60%
Ray Barrier 6 +
60%
Ray Barrier Premier 6 +
60%
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Energy Saving
Shielded From
Harmful Rays
Long Lasting
Performance
JPJ Compliant
Manufacturing
Warranty

DVD Multimedia Navigation With
Reverse Camera (S Variant Only)
Wheel
Lock Nut

Ultra Window
Coating

Ultra Glass
Body Coating

*Total Solar Energy Rejection (% reflects highest
performance window in a package)
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Specifications
Model

Honda Jazz 1.5L

Grade

S

E

V

Hybrid

ENGINE
Engine Type

4 Cylinders, 16 Valve, SOHC i-VTEC

Displacement (cc)

4 Cylinders, 16 Valve, DOHC i-VTEC

1,497

1,496

Electronic Fuel Injection (PGM-FI)

Electronic Fuel Injection (PGM-FI)

120(88)@6,600

Engine: 110(81)@6,000 Motor: 30(22)@1,313 - 2,000
Combined Output: 137 hp

145(14.8)@4,600

Engine: 134(13.7)@5,000 Motor: 160(16.3)@0 - 1,313
Combined Output: 170 Nm

Continuous Variable Transmission (CVT)

7-Speed Dual-Clutch Transmission (7DCT)

Electric Power Steering (EPS)

Electric Power Steering (EPS)

5.4

5.26

Front Type

MacPherson Strut

MacPherson Strut

Rear Type

Torsion Beam

Torsion Beam

Front Type

Ventilated Disc

Ventilated Disc

Rear Type

Drum

Drum

Fuel Supply System
Maximum Power [PS(kW)@rpm]
Maximum Torque [Nm(kg-m)@rpm]
TRANSMISSION
Transmission Type
STEERING SYSTEM
Type
Turning Radius at Body (m)
SUSPENSION SYSTEM

BRAKE SYSTEM

TYRES & WHEELS
Alloy Wheels
Tyre Size
Spare Tyre

15”

15”

16”

15”

175/65R15

175/65R15

185/55R16

175/65R15

15”

15”

15”

Temporary Repair Kit

DIMENSIONS
Length x Width x Height (mm)

3,989 x 1,694 x 1,524

Ground Clearance (mm)
Wheelbase (mm)
Tread Front/Rear (mm)
Curb Weight (kg)

137

137

2,530

2,530

1,492/1,481

1,492/1,481

1,476/1,466

1,492/1,481

1,079

1,091

1,099

1,158

Fuel Tank Capacity (Litre)
Boot Capacity Rear Seat Up/Rear Seat Down (Litre)

40

40

363/881

314/835

Honda Jazz 1.5L Petrol
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Lunar Silver Metallic
(NH-830M)

Taffeta White
(NH-578)

Carnival Red
(R-513)

3,989 x 1,694 x 1,524

Modern Steel Metallic
(NH-797M)

Crystal Black Pearl
(NH-731P)

Honda Jazz 1.5L Hybrid
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

White Orchid Pearl
(NH-788P)

Lunar Silver Metallic
(NH-830M)

Modern Steel Metallic
(NH-797M)

Major Equipment
Model

Honda Jazz 1.5L

Grade

S

E

Model
V

Hybrid

EXTERIOR

Honda Jazz 1.5L

Grade

S

E

V

Hybrid

Standard Audio

6.8’’
Display Audio

6.8’’
Display Audio

6.8’’
Display Audio

HDMI Port

–

1

1

1

USB Port

1

1

1

1

AUDIO

Headlights

Halogen

Halogen

Halogen

Halogen

Daytime Running Lights

–

LED

LED

LED

Side Mirror with Turning Light

–

–

•

–

LED

LED

LED

LED

Body Colour

Body Colour

Body Colour

Body Colour

RR Micro

RR Micro

RR Micro

RR Micro

•

•

•

•

Power Adjustable Door Mirrors

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Power Retractable Door Mirrors

–

–

•
•
•
•

Manual

Touch
Panel Auto

Touch
Panel Auto

Touch
Panel Auto

Steering Wheel Audio Control

–

•

Cruise Control

–

–

•
•

Paddle Shift

–

–

Tilt & Telescopic Steering Wheel

•

•

•
•
•
•

Steering Wheel

Urethane

Urethane

Leather

Urethane

Gear Knob

Urethane

Urethane

Leather

ABS Plated

–

–

–

•

Fabric (Black)

Fabric (Black)

Half Leather
(Black)

Fabric (Black)

Center Console Storage
with Armrest

–

Fabric

Leather

Fabric

Cup Holders
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7

7

7

ULTRA Seats

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Tailights
Door Outer Handle
Antenna
Rear Wiper System
INTERIOR & CONTROL
Smart Entry with
Push Start Button
ECON Button

Air Conditioning

Shift By Wire
Upholstery

One Touch Turn Signal

–

–

•

Audio System

Hands-Free Telephone (HFT)

–

•

•

•

AUX Jack

1

–

–

–

Accessory Port

1

1

1

1

Speakers

4

4

6

4

Dual Front SRS Airbags

•

Side Airbags

–

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

SAFETY & SECURITY

Side Curtain Airbags

–

–

Rear Seatbelt 3-Point ELR (X3)

•

Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA)

–

Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS)

Brake Assist (BA)

•
•
•

Hill Start Assist (HSA)

–

Emergency Stop Signal (ESS)

–

Reverse Sensor

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electronic Brake Distribution
(EBD)

Rear Seat ISO Fix
Multi-Angle Reverse Camera

–

Security Alarm with Immobiliser

•

–

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Standard
* Specifications may vary and are subject to change without prior notice.
* Actual colour may vary in detail from colours shown.

Authorised Dealer:

Honda New Service Package

5-year
Warranty
with
Unlimited
Mileage.#
#

Applicable up to 6 times
within 100,000km or
5 years.#

8-year Hybrid Battery
(Lithium-Ion) Warranty
with Unlimited Mileage.#

Terms & conditions apply. *Only applicable to the 1.5L E & V variants.

##

Jazz Petrol only.

5-Star rating in the
Adult Occupant Protection*
4-Star rating in the
Child Occupant Protection

##
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Toll-Free No: 1800-88-2020
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